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APPENDIX   A.
ORDERS TO THE MARQUIS OF SANTA CRUZ, CAPTAIN-GENERAL OF
THE OCEAN SEA:   23 of June, 1584.
Now first translated from the original MS., in possession of the Ditfe of Benvic{ and Alba.1
Though too complicated for the average reader, these Instructions o£ King Philip to his great
Admiral, the year after his victory at Terceira, must be of profound interest to students and teachers
of sixteenth century naval history.
In reading the Orders, let us understand that they were part of a preparation for the intended
conquest of England, at precisely the time when modern English historians assume there was no
danger.2
" The order in which it is my will that you, D. Alvaro de Bazdn Marques de Santa Cruz my
cousin, whom I have made my Captain-General of the Ocean-Sea, keep now and until I prescribe
and command otherwise, in the use and exercise of the said charge, is the following:3
i. Firstly, the said charge being of such quality and importance, . . , more than in any other
whatsoever, it is suitable to proceed with much care and vigilance. And because of my satisfaction
with yourself, and with him whom you employ in matters of my service, I have elected and
nominated you my Captain-General of the Ocean-Sea; and have given you power so complete and
sufficient, as you will see by the patent which has been delivered to you, signed by my hand and
sealed with my seal;4 and besides, the Captains-General and private (persons) of the said fleets which
are to be under your command will be enjoined to obey, acknowledge and respect you as my
Captain-General of the Ocean-Sea, and carry out your decrees, orders and commands that you give
in writing or by word of mouth, as if I myself ordered and commanded them.
listed No: 202, p. 192, of Catdlogo of the Liria MSS (1898). Docketed "Instrttccion al Marques
de Santa Cruz Capitan general del mar Oceano para el exercicio del dicho cargo con dose mill escudos
de a diez reales de suddo cada un ano pagados con la gente de guerra en Portugal." So far as the
present Duke o£ Alba and his cousin the Marquis of Santa Cruz are aware, this document has not
been published even in Spain.
2	The idea of Corbett that King Philip was incompetent, and that the Spanish Navy was ill-regulated,
arose from imperfect acquaintance with the facts.  But from 1898 onwards, Corbett has been the
authority whose opinions prevailed in English teaching of history.  Who that knew him need doubt
that were he living, he would revise his own works in the light of the materials now first published?
Any historian may make a mistake, or fail in realisation where to seek some of the most helpful
MSS; especially when (as in Corbett's case,) starting with the assumption that Spain was declining
in vigour and valour at the very time when Spain (after the conquest of Portugal) expected to
dominate the world.   The ensuing Instructions were given by King Philip in the year to which
Corbett assigned an absence of danger.   To measure what was necessary for England, we need to
know what was being done in Spain.   Obvious as this now appears, it is an innovation in modern
English History.
3	In the original there is little punctuation; but now, for ease in reading, the longest sentences have
been punctuated.
4cit. ante. pp. 186-187.

